Equestrian performance surfaces, riding arenas, perfect footing.

ProEquus

Consulting. Design. Execution.
® of North America.

Requirements for
equestrian flooring:

In dealing with horses responsibly, their health is your main concern.
The old English saying: ‘No hoof, no horse’ sums it up – legs and
hooves are the most precious parts of a horse, and they need to be
protected.
Whether a horse is involved in sports or recreation, the flooring that it
moves on every day is most important. Long-term stress due to
improper flooring can lead to serious harm and injuries, and shorten the
performance horse’s career.

Perfect grip + traction
Dust-free + mud-free,
year-round

While a surface that is too firm stresses the joints, a floor that is too soft
puts a strain on the tendons. Wet and heavy surfaces can cause
thrush, and dusty ones are bad for the lungs of the horse and rider.

Resilient - slightly springy
Will not compact or deaden
Retains correct looseness

Drawing from years of
experience in this area,
ProEquus® provides
customized solutions
for perfect equestrian
flooring systems.
ProEquus® is your
partner for the
construction and
renovation of riding
arenas as well as
stables, open stables
and paddocks,
providing professional
consulting and custom
concepts.

All products available from
ProEquus® are purchased
directly from the genuine,
original manufacturers.

A surface that is too
firm stresses the joints.

A surface that is too soft
stresses the tendons.

A correctly engineered,
designed and executed
equestrian flooring system
transfers the forces into the
ground layers.

What the experts say about ProEquus™ and Perfect Footing™ performance arena systems ...
Products used: ProEquus OT40™ + Perfect Footing™ + Sand Technologies.
The expert: Matjaz Pust, Obmann, Kobilarna Lipica (director, the state-owned Lipizzan Stud Farm since 1580)
Arenas: fEI-sanctioned CSIO 4* jumping, CDI A, N, and W classes of international dressage, for Nations Cup
championship and international championship levels of competition.
Mr. Pust states:
To date, the result and the quality greatly exceeded our expectations. Recently the riding arenas performed perfectly,
in spite of torrential rainfalls leading up to the events. Riders and participants were full of praise, and commented that the
new ProEquus arena footing is of the highest quality. These include Dr. Michele Toldo of Italy, Gabris Ladislav of
Slovenia, and Dr. Erdmann of Team-Austria among other Officials. We thank you again for the professional consultation,
design/construction, and the perfect installation or our state of the art riding arenas. The new arenas at Lipica Stud Farm
once again share the limelight with the few comparable world class riding facilities in existence. Since we have achieved
the highest quality of riding arena footing using your ProEquus systems, so certified trough out the first events, we meet
FEI requirements, it is again possible to host fEI-Sanctioned CDI-W dressage and also 4* CSIO jumping competitions.
Your grateful and respectful client,
Matjaz Pust, Director, Lipica Stud Farm (... more)
Products used: Perfect Footing™ + Sand Technologies, on a structural base of porous/adamant lava stone.
The experts: The Chefs d’ Equipe (coaches) of the top international teams participating in the 2009 Nations Cup.
Where & When: LINZ-Ebelsberg, Austria; May 2009
What: Live interviews of the international teams’ Chefs d’ Equipe (coaches), the Course Architect, and the Nations Cup
Event Organizer. The experts unanimously agree ...
"My name is Michelle Grubb, and
I am the Chef d' Equipe for the
American riders here in Linz, Austria.
We had all kinds of weather. We had
lots of rain ... for the American horses
the footing is excellent, and I would
recommend this footing very, very
strongly for anyone who is looking for a
great, all weather surface."
Sönke Sönkesen - Chef d’ Equipe,
Team Germany:
"A world class perfect conditions
hunter/jumping footing on CSIO 4* Linz
Ebelsberg, by ProEquus.
This championship's footing is
equal to - or better than - the finest
footing in Germany."

(C lick for full interview)

(C lick for full interview)

Uliano Vezzani (ITA): "I am the
Course Designer on this magnificent
riding arena, and I have to say that the
horses do jump here very very well.
“The reason is that the footing here is
very elastic ... only if you are able to ride
on a perfect footing like this - are the
horses able to show their best results."
(C lick for full interview)

"My name is Willi Melliger. I
am here at the CSIO 4* in Linz,
Austria, as the equipe chef of
the Swiss National Team ... the
footing here is excellent.
... We would be very happy,
if we would always have such
perfect riding footing to
compete on."
"My name is Gabriele
Morbitzer. I am the referent for
the jumping team at the
Austrian Riding Association ...
The footing is absolutely
fantastic, and can be
recommended without any
doubts."
"Even if I include my active
participation at the Olympic
Games in Atlanta (1996). ... such
elastic footing like this for the
horses has never happened to me
before."
"... Uliano Vezzani, had to build
the jumps higher and higher,
because there were so many zero
faults."

(C lick for full interview)

(C lick for full interview)

(C lick for full interview)

Products used: HoofGrid™ + Perfect Footing™ + Sand Technologies
"... we decided to completely renovate the dressage riding plaza according to the recommendations of Mr. Längle, Pro
Equus ... In wet weather or dry, the footing is always consistent with the same excellent properties...
... A tournament in June through September 2005, CDN-A-Bregenz Mehrerau ["Competition Dresseur Nationale - A
Klasse"] ... all participants highly praised it as a great success ... in the extremely intense rainfall in the flood disaster in
autumn 2005 shown on the new surface had no effect. This was within 15 minutes after each Downpour back to 100%
usable, which we obviously the quality of the whole again before our very eyes. With best regards and thanks for the
advice, “Ing. Klaus Steurer, Chairman, Reitverein Kloster Mehrerau, Bregenz, Austria” (...more)

The Products we use ...
ProEquus OT40™ and ProEquus WE40™
Perforated structural mat systems.
www.ProEquusUSA.com
www.ProEquus.US
www.ProEquus.MOBI

www.HoofGrid.COM
www.HoofGrid.NET
www.HoofGrid.BIZ

www.PerfectFooting.COM
www.PerfectFooting.ORG
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